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B A R L E YG R E E N ®received

admiration from the Executive of the
Department of Science and Technology.

Young barley leaves contain a variety of
nutrients. If the leaves are juiced for consumption, it
definitely will have a satisfying result. Nonetheless,
the extraction process of the juice is not an
easy task, not to mention its storage. In order to
overcome these obstacles, the “processing method
of BARLEYGREEN ®” was invented.
This processing method dehydrates the
green juice into fine powder while preserving
the active and beneficial properties in it besides
prolonging its shelf-life. This dehydrating method
has received several compliments from many
experts. It then received great admiration from the
Department of Science and Technology in 1987
when the technology was successfully completed.
With this, the beneficial effects and potential of
BARLEYGREEN ® definitely will be ubiquitously
spread.
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Chapter 1
The nutritional value of
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BARLEYGREEN® is the powdered juice
of barley leaves containing live enzymes.
• Initiated from the research of green juices.
The research of BARLEYGREEN® all started from green
juices. Green juicing health therapy is one of the most popular
methods to date and it has been ubiquitously practised. Green
juices produced from dark leafy vegetables and grass can be
easily obtained from the marts.
The ingredients in these green juices include
chickweeds, asters, alfalfa, kudzu, legumes, cabbage,
capsicum, persimmon leaves, pine needles, bamboo leaves.
However, amongst all the ingredients used, which type of
leaves is the most ideal choice for producing green juices?
After experimenting on a hundred and fifty types of leaves,
the leaves of the barley plant were crowned as the “winner”.
Barley grain is not a new vocabulary for everyone
when the types of health products derived from barley are
discussed. Apart from that, barley grains is an ingredient for
making bread, which is the staple food for the majority of
people in the world. It was found out later by chance, that the
part of the plant that is most suitable for consumption is the
leaves, not the grains.

• Method of Consumption.
The rich nutrient contents of the barley leaves is the
main reason why it was chosen as the ideal green juice.
Undoubtedly, the nutrition content of the barley leaves is
more superior compared to the grains. In this case, some
people might think that consuming raw leaves of the barley
plant will do the job but unfortunately, it does not work this
way. However, if the juice of the leaves is extracted to enable
it to
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be consumed raw, apart from preserving the live enzymes
in the leaves, the nutrient content in the leaves can also be
preserved.
Extracting the juice from the young barley leaves.
Able to produce enzymes and breakdown various
nutrient contents.
-

If the leaves were consumed raw as it is, the high fiber
content will obstruct the digestion and absorption of its
nutrients.

This will produce live enzymes
and release various
The BARLEYGREEN ®
nutrients from the leaves. juice is extracted from the

leaves.

The nutrients are
unable to be absorbed
effectively when too
much fiber is present.

If the
BARLEYGREEN®
leaves are
consumed raw...
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BARLEYGREEN® in powdered form can
be made from its juice in just 3 seconds
under room temperature.
• Method of production.
In order to prevent the damage of nutrients in the
barley leaves, and for it to be easily absorbed effectively
by the human body, the best way is to spray dry the juice
into powdered form under room temperature. The fresh
barley leaves are washed before extracting the juice. Their
insoluble fiber content are removed which then produces the
wholesome BARLEYGREEN® juice extract. Consequently, by
using a brand new technology, the juice extract is dehydrated
into granulated powdered form under room temperature.
With this method, the nutrients can be fully preserved as
there will be no enzymatic reactions in the absence of water.
Besides, BARLEYGREEN® can be easily assimilated by our
human bodies too. Currently, you can find a large variety of
BARLEYGREEN® powder being sold in the market.

• A gramineae (grass) that is safe and wholesome.
In addition to its protein and carbohydrate content,
BARLEYGREEN® provides a rich quantity of vitamins and
minerals. Its types and uses will be elaborated later in this text.
Before that, it should be emphasized that BARLEYGREEN®
is a very safe product where its safe consumption is assured.
Barley is categorized under the gramineae family, which was
chosen as a staple food by mammals including humans since
a very long time ago. It must be the high nutritional content of
this plant that has led us humans to such amazing progress
and development. On top of that, its nutrients are compatible
and suitable for mammalians like us.
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Plants that are categorized under gramineae family
include thatch and bamboo. Many animals have benefited
from plants of the gramineae family. For instance, bamboo
is the main food source for the pandas while apes feed on
bamboo shoots. What makes the plants of gramineae family
to be so important to the human kind and animals? This can
be explained by the absence of toxic alkaloids that are usually
present in other plants. Apart from being non-toxic, plants of
the gramineae family have high resistance towards toxicity;
they are able to survive poisonous pesticides. Hence, this
characteristic enables them to be categorized as plants that
are safe for consumption.

BARLEYGREEN® contains an abundant
amount of “green blood”.
• The astounding effects of BARLEYGREEN®.
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Both green juice and BARLEYGREEN® are green in
colour. This is due to the chlorophyll content in them. Since
ancient times, chlorophyll was known as “green blood”. It is
believed that it will be converted into the red blood cells of
human upon consumption. In fact, the chemical structure of
chlorophyll in plants is very similar to the human blood, which
would appear to be twins. Chlorophyll is highly effective for
enhancing gastric and intestinal health. Hence, it is usually
added into medicines for treating gastric-related illnesses.
Individuals who are suffering from gastritis or other gastric
disturbances will experience gradual positive effects
and significant reduction of gastric pain after consuming
BARLEYGREEN®. Its effectiveness does not only apply to
the stomach organ only. It is also extremely useful in treating
cases of skin injury and inflammation such as scalding by
merely applying the juice of BARLEYGREEN® on the affected
area. This proves that BARLEYGREEN® is an effective
inflammation distinguisher, regardless of it being external or
internal cases.

• Relieving pancreatitis pain
BARLEYGREEN® works very well in the treatment
of pancreatitis. This clinical trial was performed by the
surgical department of Tokyo University of Science. For
patients with chronic pancreatitis, they are given dosages
of BARLEYGREEN® combined with their medications. As
a result, approximately 75% of the patients experienced
significant relief of pain.
To date, there isn’t any treatment effective enough to
treat pancreatitis. Thus, the positive result of this trial received
public attention. With the availability of this trial result,
BARLEYGREEN® was eventually applied in pancreatitis
treatment.
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BARLEYGREEN® contains anti-inflammatory properties
which has a high potential in suppressing inflammation. This
property was discovered by Prof. Kubota Takashi from the
Tokyo University of Science. To us, the colour green portrays
a sense of comfort and it is natural and gentle when it comes
to functionality. It might have been this instinct that lead us to
the amazing discovery of BARLEYGREEN®.
BARLEYGREEN ®
- Anti-inflammatory
-Increases intestinal function

barley
grass

Enzymes - Regulators of the body.
• SOD - destroyers of free radicals.
In order for the human body to function normally,
the presence of enzymes is vital. For example, during the
ingestion of food, our salivary glands will secrete the amylase
enzyme to breakdown starch into maltose. Similarly, enzyme
pepsin is present in our gastric juice where it is responsible
for the breaking down of proteins into smaller units known
as amino acids. These enzymes of various functions are
available in our human body for approximately 3,000 types
and above.
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Among these enzymes, there is one known as enzyme
superoxide dismutase (SOD). This enzyme works within
our human body to destroy hazardous superoxide radicals,
minimizing their harm in our body. From the word superoxide
radical, you might even
think that it is something What are Free radicals ?
beneficial to our body.
In fact, an excessive
amount of these radicals
will lead to several health
Free radicals attack
problems such as the
and snatch energy
from the other
formation of cancer cells,
cells to satisfy
themselves.
hardening of the arteries
and hypertension. In the
opinion of many researchers, superoxide radicals are the root
cause of diseases.
Moreover, these superoxide radicals have the ability to
oxidize the skin sebaceous properties, causing the DNA in
cells to decompose upon oxidation, followed by the formation
of cancer cells. Fortunately, enzyme SOD will prevent the
oxidation of the DNA. By having the ability to destroy harmful
radicals, it is not exaggerative to say that it is possible for
enzyme SOD to cure various illnesses.

• BARLEYGREEN® is rich in enzyme SOD.
BARLEYGREEN® contains about 0.1% of enzyme
SOD, a relatively large amount, which serves to destroy the
hazardous superoxide radicals. Plants will wither due to the
release of superoxide radicals when herbicide is applied.
However, this scenario will not occur on barley or rice paddy
plants despite the spraying of herbicides. It can be explained
by the rich content of the enzyme SOD in both plants, which
successfully destroys the available superoxide radicals.
Hence, it should be clear that adequate amount of enzyme
SOD is of utmost importance.
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Essential trace elements - minerals.
• Times of deficiency will lead to various diseases.
Minerals, just like vitamins, are the nutrients that are
essentially needed by our body. Minerals can be categorized
under different types of metal elements. For instance, iron,
copper, zinc and manganese belong to the metal element
group; while calcium and sodium are placed below alkaline
metal. Some others are known as alkaline earth metals and
the list goes on.
For example, iron deficiency will result in anaemia;
lacking of zinc on the other hand, will cause diabetes; and the
recent topic that is of our concern is that calcium deficiency
will cause osteomalacia and osteoporosis. On top of that, our
body is unable to produce the abovementioned enzyme SOD
if the body is under a deficient state for minerals. Hence, it is
very important to take note of our minerals intake.

• BARLEYGREEN® is well-balanced with nutrients

and is high in minerals.
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Of all minerals available, let us start off with potassium.
It is contained in the cells of a living organism to become a
source of life activity. BARLEYGREEN® has more than 55
times the potassium of cow’s milk, 18 times of spinach and
11 times the calcium of cow’s milk. Spinach is always being
known to be a good source of iron which can prevent anaemia.
On the other hand, the iron content in BARLEYGREEN ® is in
fact 4.8 times more than the spinach.
Furthermore, BARLEYGREEN® contains magnesium,
copper, manganese, zinc, and other important trace elements
as well. Possessing a well-balanced amount of minerals
proves BARLEYGREEN® to be more superior to others.
Among all these trace elements, sodium, which should not
be consumed excessively, is found in BARLEYGREEN® in a
limited amount only. This inevitably shows how ideal its mineral
balance is. It is also mentioned that the juice extracted from
the barley grass harvested at its most luscious state (with the
most branching) will have the highest nutrient contents.
Chlorophyll --- Green Blood, is an excellent detoxifier.
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BARLEYGREEN® contains potassium, calcium,
magnesium, copper, manganese, zinc and
various other trace minerals.

BA RLEYG

REEN

®

Vitamins - the metabolism booster.
• Misleading trend of vitamins.
Even though the vogue for vitamins has already come to
an end, vitamin supplements are still ubiquitously found in the
market. Similar to medications, over-dependent on vitamin
supplementations followed by excessive intake will cause
side effects, resulting in certain negative consequences.
Different types of vitamins are essential for maintaining a
healthy body, but the amount must be appropriate, being able
to balance between the subtle difference of excessiveness
and inadequacy. As the amount of vitamins needed varies
among people, finding an appropriate supplementation of
vitamins is indeed a challenge. Hence, the best way is to
obtain them in their natural form, from natural food sources.

• BARLEYGREEN® - A prolific source of vitamins.
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BARLEYGREEN® is an extremely rich source of
vitamins, ranging from vitamin A (beta carotene), vitamin B1,
B2, C, E, nicotinic acid, choline, panthothenic acid and etc.
For example, vitamin C- the vitamin that is popular especially
among females; 100g of BARLEYGREEN® contains 328.8g
of it, which is 3 times the amount in spinach; and it is a
staggering 60 times the vitamin C in apples. Similarly, 100g
of BARLEYGREEN® contains 1.29mg of vitamin B1, 30 times
the amount in milk. I believe everyone has understood how
nutritious BARLEYGREEN® is. The crucial point is, these
vitamins are presented in their active and natural form.
Owing to the fact that BARLEYGREEN® is a food product, the
vitamin sources are assured to be natural. Hence, consuming
pharmaceutical vitamin supplements is not as ideal as
consuming BARLEYGREEN®, upon comparing their safety
and efficacy. In addition, high dosages of pharmaceutical
vitamin supplements will sometimes lead to several side
effects.

Consuming large amounts
of vitamin supplements will
sometimes lead to certain
health problems.
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Salad in a glass
Contains:
•
•
•
•
•

Vitamins
Minerals
Live Enzymes
Amino Acid
Chlorophyll

Powerful Anti-oxidant Properties
• 2.0-Flavonoids
• Inhibits the formation of lipid peroxide

BARLEYGREEN® essence is rich in enzyme SOD
which makes it a very effective tool in eliminating excessive
superoxide radicals. Besides containing enzyme SOD,
BARLEYGREEN® possesses several other beneficial
properties. One of them is known as “2.0-flavonoids”. This
property has been isolated by Prof. Shibamoto and Dr.
Hagiwara. It was found to have strong anti-oxidant effects.
Superoxide radical is not the only culprit affecting our
health. Lipid peroxides that are produced from the oxidation
of unsaturated fatty acids are harmful to our health as well.
These lipid peroxides have the potential to damage our cell
membranes and DNA, causing inflammation and cancer.
Inhibition of the formation of lipid peroxides is a vital step
in the prevention of aging process, chronic diseases and
other adult-prone diseases. BARLEYGREEN® can inhibit the
production of both superoxide radicals and lipid peroxides,
which inevitably makes it the “best of the best” when it comes
to eliminating harmful substances in our body effectively.
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Anti Oxidants

Chapter 2
Relieving body illnesses by
invigorating the living body.
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Prevention of hypertension and stroke.
• Cholesterol - lowering substance.
Hypertension is something that the middle-aged and
elderly would fear about. There are a few factors that lead to
hypertension. One of the most fearful factor is the narrowing
and hardening of blood vessels due to accumulation of
cholesterol, thus resulting in hypertension.
To prevent hypertension, the very first thing to start
off with is to lower the cholesterol level in blood. And
BARLEYGREEN® is able to perform a superb job. Its
efficacy has gained sufficient proof from various experiments
performed on mice.
Why and how does the BARLEYGREEN® lower
cholesterol levels? BARLEYGREEN® contains certain alcohol
substance that plays a role in inhibiting and absorbing the
cholesterol in our intestinal tract. In fact, nowadays, patients
with high cholesterol are prescribed with sitosterol, which too
contains the abovementioned alcohol substance, lowering
cholesterol level effectively.
The effectiveness of BARLEYGREEN® is undoubtedly
comparable to drug therapy, but minus the worry for side
effects.

• The incredible natural-occurring potassium.
Excessive intake of salt (sodium) is another cause for
hypertension. Of course, the curative measure for it is to
control our dietary salt intake; other than that, the intake of
potassium is equally important as it aids in the dilation of our
blood vessels.
Hypertension is usually treated by using potassium salt.
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Hypertension &
Heart Diseases

On the other hand, BARLEYGREEN® provides a natural
source of potassium, which is easily obtainable. Naturaloccurring potassium is easier to be absorbed by the human
body upon comparison with potassium salt. Hence, the better
effect that BARLEYGREEN® can provide is much anticipated.
As BARLEYGREEN® can prevent hypertension as well as
stroke, which is an outcome of hypertension; it generally can
be considered as the most ideal health supplement.

Natural-occurring potassium
enables blood vessels’ dilation.

Lowers blood pressure and
prevents stroke.

BA R
G R LE Y
EEN

Eliminates the causes of heart diseases.
• BARLEYGREEN® is able to dissolve toxins stored
in the body.
The three prevailing adult diseases nowadays are
cancer, stroke and last but not least, myocardial infarction, or
better known as heart attack. Heart attack is caused by the
blocking of the coronary artery by cholesterol and other fatty
acids, followed by the induction of vessel wall inflammation
due to the presence of lipid peroxides and other oxides in
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the blood, preceding the platelet cohesion that results in
thrombosis. As a result of the blockage, the blood flow to the
coronary artery becomes relatively low; and when nutrients
as well as oxygen fail to be delivered to the cells sufficiently,
cell necrosis occurs.
If the condition is minor, angina occurs. It comes with
symptoms such as occasional sharp pains in the chest.
Removing the waste that is obstructing the coronary artery
will be an essential step of the preventive measures against
the occurrence of both angina and myocardial infarction.
BARLEYGREEN® contains a very powerful antioxidant
property known as 2.0- flavonoids which can lower the level
of cholesterol. Besides, by possessing the property that can
suppress platelets formation, this essence can effectively
dissolve away the waste that is obstructing the coronary
artery. BARLEYGREEN® is not only effective as a prevention
tool but it is also curative.

• Heart diseases need potassium.
Our hearts beat non-stop, all day and all night long. So,
in order to make sure that the heart is functioning smoothly,
potassium is essential. In times of fatigue, the potassium
concentration will decrease while its antagonist, sodium will
increase. It is believed that stress will lower the concentration
of potassium in the body. Therefore, to stimulate and activate
the cardiac and body muscles, supplementation of potassium
is essential.
However, the human habits of living and eating today have
constantly consumed the potassium supply in our bodies,
leaving our bodies in an insufficient state of potassium.
BARLEYGREEN® provides a rich source of potassium; every
100g of BARLEYGREEN® contains 66.4mg of potassium,
which significantly exceeds the amount found in milk or other
vegetables. For those who are conscious about their
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cardiovascular health, incorporating BARLEYGREEN® in
their daily diet and health regimen would be a good choice.

Prevention of the intimidating Cancer.
To date, the most terrifying disease that has been haunting
us is no other than Cancer. Although the treatment for Cancer
has been very well developed over the years, unfortunately
still, many people have succumbed to the disease.

Cancer

Recently, a number of BARLEYGREEN® consumers who
experienced cases like “Cancer is gone” and “Cancerous
cells miraculously shrunk” have been sharing their amazing
stories. It is really hard to believe that a typical plant like
BARLEYGREEN® can produce such an amazing curative
effect while modern medicine and technology cannot
completely do so. In fact, after going in depth on the properties
of BARLEYGREEN®, it is discovered to house a large number
of anti-cancer properties.
Cancer is the uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells in
the body. One of the reasons for this phenomenon is due
to the presence of carcinogens. To name a few, the cyclic
hydrocarbons in coal tar, some fern species and the charred
grill fish that we are so familiar with, are all carcinogenic.
An experiment result has discovered and proved that
BARLEYGREEN® has the ability to inhibit these carcinogens.

• Peroxidases.
BARLEYGREEN® contains a type of enzyme known as
peroxidase, which renders carcinogenic substances nonhazardous, preventing cells from turning cancerous. On top
of that, BARLEYGREEN® holds a collection of vitamins (A,
C and E) that has the cancer-suppressing effect. Combined
together, they form a powerful force to fight against Cancer.
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Everyone should be aware of a discussion that was going
around a few years back regarding the potential of linoleic acid
(a type of vegetable oil) in removing cholesterol. Surprisingly,
it was deemed later that this linoleic acid poses harm to our
cells’ DNA, cell membranes and blood vessel walls; making
it a culprit for Cancer, inflammation, Diabetes and other
diseases. BARLEYGREEN® plays a role as an antioxidant;
it should have a very positive result in the prevention of the
abovementioned diseases. In this modernized world where
we are constantly surrounded by carcinogens, consuming
BARLEYGREEN® is indeed a good preventive measure.

Anti-aging, youth enhancer.
The human aging process begins from the vascular.
“How and why humans age”, this question remains a mystery,
even modern medicine technology fails to solve this mystery.
But if we can find a key to unlock this mystery, perhaps,
human kind could stay young forever? In reality, when people
of the same age group are brought up for comparison, some
of them tend to age faster while some do not. This is probably
the key to unlock the mystery, which is “vascular aging—the
start of human aging process”.
The presence of lipid peroxides and oxidized substances
in blood leads to the hardening and weakening of the
blood vessels condition. As a consequence, our body will
experience hypertension and poor blood circulation, followed
by the onset of angina and myocardial infarction. As long as
the smooth flowing of blood in the vessels is maintained, the
aging process will eventually be retarded.

• Regain youthful complexion.
• UV light and air pollution are the skin’s enemies.
We always want to look younger. One will instantly look
youthful if their skin is radiant and rejuvenated.
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Anti-Aging &
Diabetes

The skin is the outermost part of our body. We can judge
one’s age by his or her skin’s appearance. BARLEYGREEN®
is relatively effective in rejuvenating our skin’s youthfulness.
In fact, the effective activities of BARLEYGREEN® on the
treatment of skin diseases have been reported before.
BARLEYGREEN® enables the rejuvenation of the cells of the
internal organs and body, promoting metabolism and thus
regaining the skin’s youthfulness and radiance. Consuming
BARLEYGREEN® can remove facial freckles. Some reports
have also discovered that it can remove dark spots. By
nature, our skin is protected by a layer of squalene-containing
sebum that is secreted by the skin cells. Nonetheless,
constant exposure to UV light, nitrogen oxides, air pollution
and etc. will cause the skin to be prone to oxidation. When
the cells and cell membranes are being oxidized, freckles
and dark spots will appear. With its antioxidant properties,
BARLEYGREEN® can inhibit the oxidation of the skin sebum,
which in other words, inhibits the formation of freckles and
skin inflammation.

Effective against Diabetes.
• Complications caused by Diabetes.
Diabetes is a disease that difficult to heal once you are
suffering from it. This disease is increasing in trend nowadays
due to obesity and unhealthy lifestyles such as food intake
and the lack of exercise. Diabetic deterioration can cause a
variety of complications. One of the frightening complications
is vascular disorders which causes the death of 40% of people
who suffer from Diabetes. Chlorophyll in BARLEYGREEN® is
effective for vascular disorder due to its unique characteristics
in preventing arteriosclerosis and promoting blood circulation.
Moreover, chlorophyll in BARLEYGREEN® is also effective
for Diabetes, which has been proven by experimental rats.
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Proven to lower blood glucose effectively.
Diabetes is caused by the insufficient production of
hormone insulin by the pancreas. When the body is lacking
of insulin, the absorption of glucose (nutrient) is hampered,
which results in the increase of glucose in the blood stream
(hyperglycaemia). Glucose that failed to be absorbed will be
excreted out in the urine. These nutrients are wasted as they
are unable to be utilized.
In order to improve the condition of Diabetes, there is a
requirement for hormone insulin injection. This is needed
to replace the lack if insulin secretion by the pancreas. The
similarities of effect between BARLEYGREEN® and insulin
had been confirmed. An in vitro experiment had been done
on mice whereby glucose was injected into normal mice,
turning them into hyperglycaemic. Then, they were given an
intravenous injection of aqueous solution of BARLEYGREEN®,
preceding a significant reduction in the blood sugar level,
which the level of glucose was maintained for a long period of
time. However, if ingested orally, the effect was not significant.
For the secretion of hormone insulin, it requires an important
enzyme—thyroxine kinase. Interestingly, BARLEYGREEN®
contains properties that can stimulate the activity of this
enzyme, which in turn stimulates the secretion of insulin.
Absorption of glucose can be improved with the consumption
of BARLEYGREEN®, and thus lowering the blood sugar
level. It can be concluded that BARLEYGREEN® is indeed a
blessing for diabetics.
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Effective against liver and
gastrointestinal problems.
• Choline and potassium are beneficial to our liver.

Gastric &
Liver

During a session of testimonial sharing, several
consumers and enthusiasts of BARLEYGREEN® had
experienced improvement in their liver’s health condition.
A few of them who did not obtain positive results during a
previous liver function test, had experienced recovery in
their liver functions after consuming BARLEYGREEN®. From
these findings, it is deduced that BARLEYGREEN® contains
a rich supply of choline and potassium. Choline functions to
digest the accumulation of fats in our liver. There is also a
drug known as the “cholinergic agents”. On the other hand,
potassium is a substance that is vital to the liver. For people
who are suffering from liver cirrhosis, they are normally in
a potassium-deficient state. So, as BARLEYGREEN® is
known to be wholesome with a good balance of nutrients, it
is believed to have the capability to enhance the regenerative
capacity of the liver.
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• Liver, intestine and stomach.
• BARLEYGREEN® promotes the secretion of
gastric juice.
BARLEYGREEN® is a natural and effective way to treat
and improve the health of our stomach as well as the gut.
Gastritis sufferers experienced relief in their gastric pain
and gradual recovery after consuming BARLEYGREEN®.
Among those who were suffering from severe gastric ulcer
problem, quite a number of them recovered after consuming
BARLEYGREEN®. Based on these effects, it can be explained
from the contents of BARLEYGREEN® that the mineral
nutrients, enzymes and chlorophyll function in synergy to
produce these amazing results.
The enzymes in BARLEYGREEN® aid in our digestion, while
the regenerative effect of chlorophyll speeds up the recovery
of ulcers on the stomach wall mucosa. Apart from this, stress
is the main factor for the onset of both stomach ulcer and
gastritis. Hence, when we are stressed out, our stomach will
have a sluggish peristaltic movement. By taking in potassiumrich food such as BARLEYGREEN®, it would improve this
particular health problem.

Cho

Speeds up the
healing of ulcer.
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Enzymes

Aids in digestion
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Effects on treating AIDS have gained
much attention from the public.
• AIDS is a disease caused by HIV virus.
• It is a deadly infectious disease.
AIDS is an acquired immune deficiency syndrome. In
1981, a sole infected patient was found in USA. It was until
the year 1983 that the virus was isolated and identified,
thus considered as a relatively new disease. There are two
types of virus—HIV-1 and HIV-2. The prevalence of HIV-1
is widely spread in the regions of North America, Central of
Africa, Europe and Asia. For HIV-2, its prevalence is higher
in West Africa. There are fewer rates of infection in Japan
compared to Europe and United States. Despite that, its
infection rate is in an increasing trend, AIDS is dreaded to
be the disease that will lead the human kind to extinction.
Therefore, before finding a curative measure for this disease,
refraining ourselves from any inappropriate or unprotected
sexual behaviour is essential.
In addition, there is a risk of infectious outbreak through
HIV-contaminated blood transfusion. In Japan, it was a
heartbreaking scene when many haemophilia patients who
were in need of blood transfusion were infected with HIV due
to contamination in the transfused blood.
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AIDS

• AIDS - a pandemic
The median time of progression from HIV infection to
AIDS is about seven to eight years. During this incubation
period, there would not be any symptoms.
HIV will infect specific cells (T-lymphocytes, macrophages
and etc) in the body, followed by the change in DNA pattern of
the host. Hence, the cells will carry the unique properties of
this HIV, which gradually spread in the host’s body.
I’ll not be
defeated by
AIDS.

Maintaining
our immune
health and
restoring
immunity.
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I'll handle this
immunity.
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• The fascinating BARLEYGREEN® essence.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the juice of
BARLEYGREEN® leaves is a rich source of various active
ingredients; among those, there is a water soluble component
that has an inhibitory effect on HIV.
It was discovered from an experiment performed on cells
that BARLEYGREEN® has a significant inhibitory effect on the
reproduction of HIV. Besides, it can prevent consumers from
obtaining the infection. Hormone prolactin, which is required
for the maintenance of our immune system and restoration of
immunity, is in fact found in BARLEYGREEN®. This substance
allows the activation and stimulation of the immune system.
BARLEYGREEN®, which is in its active powdered form has
the potential to inhibit the spreading of HIV while it rejuvenates
and stimulates our body’s functionality. Its therapeutic effect
on AIDS is something that should be looked forward to.
Combating AIDS is one of our priorities as human kind.
The Hagiwara Institute of Health Sciences and George
Washington University is currently working hand-in-hand on
the AIDS-inhibiting properties in BARLEYGREEN®.
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Better milk yield from cows
fed with barley leaves.
This is something knowledgeable that I’ve
gained from my trip to the Aichi Prefecture. My
eyes were filled with vast stretches of barley fields.
At that period of time, the price of barley was much
cheaper compared to rice. What surprised me
was why people were still planting barley instead
of rice in view of the profit difference? The barley
plantation was actually owned by a farm owner. I
later discovered that the barley leaves were used
as feed for the dairy cows. “Cows fed with barley
leaves will have better yield of milk; 10 acres of
paddy plantation cost 120 thousand yen while the
same amount of barley cost a mere 9 thousand
yen”. Moreover, cows fed with barley yield 370
thousand yen of additional milk. This means better
yield, better profit gained.
Not only so, “By feeding them with barley
leaves, the milking period can be prolonged up to
five or six years”. This trip was indeed an amazing
one for me with the gift of additional knowledge on
BARLEYGREEN ®.
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Chapter 3
Rejuvenates the skin through cell
nourishment for a more beautiful
complexion.
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Promotes blood circulation and skin
rejuvenation.
• Skin rejuvenation and its connection with the
internal organs.
There are plenty of women relying on cosmetics when
they experience troubled or problematic skins. However, the
effect would only be temporary without achieving the original
state of healthy skin.
Among sumo wrestlers, their health conditions can
be observed from the smoothness of their skin as they are
scarcely dressed in the game. Those with an unhealthy set
of organs will lose the natural ‘glow’ of skin. On top of that,
acidic blood and skin condition tend to cause rough skin
texture. For people who experience dark and gloomy skin
due to body acidity and unhealthy internal organ condition,
regular consumption of BARLEYGREEN® will rejuvenate and
nourish the skin, by enhancing the organ’s health as well as
improving the acidic condition of the body.
Actually ...
BARLEYGR

EEN ®
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Hey! It has been
a long time since
I last saw you.
What happened?

• Improves skin complexion.
• Uncovering radiant skin.
BARLEYGREEN® is not only capable for improving
our organs’ health but it is also capable in enhancing our skin
condition. These effects should be given credit to the enzyme
known as SOD.
This enzyme SOD, as mentioned before, is able to
eliminate the superoxide radicals in our body. It has the effect
of an elixir, enhancing the skin’s youthfulness and radiance.
Thus, some of the BARLEYGREEN® consumers who once
suffered from acne are now having an acne-free, healthy and
glowing complexion.
Undoubtedly, the rich and well-balanced vitamin
content in BARLEYGREEN® might most probably contribute
to the beauty effects. It is actually a myth to get a healthy
complexion by deliberately consuming high dosages of
vitamin C. Such an imbalanced intake of vitamins might
cause more harm than good. A recent report had pointed out
the risk of skin cancer due to excessive intakes of vitamin C
supplement.

Effective as a treatment for atopic
diseases.
Skin &
Beauty

• The proliferation of allergies.
Nowadays, the number of allergy sufferers is soaring
high. Its prevalence is so high that in each family with a few
off springs, there will be at least one who is hypersensitive.
There are different types of allergic reactions. Allergic
rhinitis, asthma and atopic dermatitis (atopic disease) are the
few examples. It was once told that allergies will
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eventually be outgrown at an adult age. However, there are
still many grownups who are being troubled by this disease.
On the other hand, atopic disease sufferers are troubled by
frequent itchiness and eczema. Some even have their job
performances affected.
It is said that the onset of atopic diseases is caused
by the immune response of the body. Currently, this response
of the immune system is yet to be understood completely,
thus there is no appropriate treatment for the time being.
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Allergic sufferers
have higher blood
acidity.

• The acidity of the blood is the main culprit.
It was investigated that patients with allergies usually
have a typical weak alkaline blood, which has a higher risk
for obtaining acidic blood. Despite that, the drugs used for
treating allergies tend to aggravate the acidity of the blood.
Instead of taking drugs, a better option is by restoring
the body’s acid-alkaline balance and the functionality of cells.
Many BARLEYGREEN® consumers experienced recovery or
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reduction in allergic symptoms and I deduced that it is due to
these reasons mentioned.
Our dietary habit and food contamination have led
to the increment of allergic cases these years. Hence, it is a
prerequisite to keep our body in a healthy state.

Combating body odour and bad breath.
• BARLEYGREEN® produces the best deodorizing
effect.
In my opinion, being treated as a laughing stock
owing to one’s body odour or bad breath is relatively a serious
matter to be concerned of. Sometimes, it is due to our own
negligence that unfortunately affects our social life.
BARLEYGREEN® has a very effective and
instant effect in combating body odour and bad breath. Its
effectiveness is due to its deodorizing effect. In various
types of deodorizers, breath freshener products and
chewing gum, they contain chlorophyll that contributes to
the deodorizing effect. Needless to say, the chlorophyllcontaining BARLEYGREEN® can cure bad breath instantly
by just drinking a glass of this green juice.

• Bad breath, body odour.
• Eliminates the cause of odour.
Apart from being a powerful deodorizer,
BARLEYGREEN® is capable of eliminating the root cause of
odour.

Body &
Bad Breath

There are many reasons behind having bad breath,
among those reasons, majority of people with bad breath
suffer from alveolar pyorrhoea or even troubled stomach
conditions.
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As BARLEYGREEN® can aid in the inhibition of internal
inflammation owing to its “anti-inflammatory properties”, it
can thus eliminate the root causes of odour production. Body
odour is produced when our perspiration and secretions are
being decomposed by bacteria. In other words, by preventing
the proliferation of bacteria, bad odour can be eliminated
too. As chlorophyll is anti-bacterial, it can prevent the growth
of bacteria. By filtering out the water soluble substances in
BARLEYGREEN® and mixing it together with cream, it is an
effective deodorant if applied on underarms.

Cream that has
been added in
the water soluble
substances.

This ought to eliminate bad odour
from its
root cause.
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How to consume BARLEYGREEN®.
• Do not apply heat on it.
Due to the fact that BARLEYGREEN® is the
powdered form of the BARLEYGREEN® leaves juice, it
can be homemade. However, it would be very troublesome
if compared with readily available ones, which are more
convenient and have longer storage life.
If the powdered BARLEYGREEN® is solubilised in
hot water just like how tea is being prepared, it will lose its
important properties such as chlorophyll. Thus, it is advisable
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to dissolve BARLEYGREEN® in room temperature water for
consumption.
If you do not mind taking it in its powdered form, you can
consume it directly,
It does not have a bitter taste or a weird odour. It is
relatively palatable for young children. For best results, sip it
slowly.
Can be consumed in large dosages.
The dosage for adult is approximately 2-3 teaspoons, for children
it is about 1 teaspoon, 2-3 times a day.

For children,
1 teaspoon.

Consume 2-3
times daily at
this amount by
solubilising it
in water.

BA RLEYGR EE

For adult,
2-3 teaspoons.
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For those with health conditions that require BARLEYGREEN ®
for curative purposes, larger dosages are required.

Body &
Bad Breath

There will be no side effects from over dosage. BARLEYGREEN®
is different from drugs and pharmaceutical supplements as it
contains nutrients in a balanced composition, thus it is safe for
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consumption in excessive amounts.
BARLEYGREEN® has an instant curative effect upon
treating gastrointestinal problems. For other health conditions,
it is important to continue taking it patiently for approximately
3 months so that you can experience improvement in your
health condition.
All in all, BARLEYGREEN® is a food product that
provides us with a source of energy while restoring us humans
to our original state of health and vitality (natural self healing).
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AWARD-WINNING AND PATENTED
PROCESSING METHOD

18kg
Dried and Cut Barley Leaves
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COLON DETOX PROGRAM

FUNCTIONAL JUICING
PROGRAM

ESSENTIAL PROGRAM

LIVER DETOX PROGRAM

SYNERGY PROGRAM
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